OFFICER UPDATES

LUPE (Student Services)

• Career Services
  – Gaucholink currently represents 1400 undergraduates
  – Provides resources such as test-taking materials, finding your major, internships, job listings
  – Michael would like AS to help advertise on the AS website
  – Marketing efforts provide data on Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors
    ➢ Investigate what years use the service the most and what service they use the most
    ➢ Provide valuable statistics on who they can outreach to
    ➢ Currently need advertising to freshmen

Food Bank

• Location: AS Annex Kitchen
  – We can’t use this space because it interferes with KCSB and their media center
  – There will be lack of privacy, so we need to look at the Bungalow as an alternate space
• Bungalow (AS Storage location)
  – Paul will be in charge of contacting Marisela and Katherine to get access of the storage space
• Foundation
  – Ask BCCs if they want to make this a project that will include everyone
  – AS Business Services, SIRRC possibly IVCRC, CAB
• Funding
  – AS Business Services and SIRRC, AS entities
• Publicizing and Donation Centers
  – Centralized donation centers on campus, make the donation centers look nice
  – Talk to UCLA’s Food Closet Founders
  – Lupe will contact SB Food Bank and ask them to collaborate
    ➢ They can possibly donate food and establish a foundation with us, joint collaboration
  – Unity Shoppe (Possibly contact them)
  – Developmental Alumni Campaign
    ➢ Paul will see contact them (Possibly get sponsored from them)
• Food Bank Committee
– Will talk to BCCs and see if possible join collaboration
– Interested people will contact me, also interns will be coming in and helping out

• **Kitchen Layout**
  – Will need fridge, microwave, tables, chairs
  – Pantry space
  – Will need open and closed hours, policies, process of identifying expired food

• **Extending Service to IV later**
  – 1-year lease might allow donation center in new AS Space
  – Having POD donation center behind Grafikart and have hours of donations
  – Open up future spaces for students and the families in Isla Vista

---

**NADIM (Diversity & Equity)**

• **CAERS**
  – Met with the chair, Hilary Bernstein and Chloe; discussed current admissions policies and the potential changes
  – Went over pros and cons of holistic review, eligibility in the local context, and our own unique policy of eligibility in the school context among other policies

• **Judicial Affairs**
  – Met with Angie Bryan, Assistant Director of Judicial Affairs and Hate Incident Response Coordinator, along with Benjamin Pola and Angela Davis, two of the interns
  – LGBTQIA community is the most common type of discrimination on campus and has recently been target of many hate related incidents/crimes
  – Brought up the idea of a university-wide climate survey and they were open to it
    ➢ Last years interns sent one out through the OSL
    ➢ The results indicate that more needs to be done to raise student’s awareness of what hate incidents are and how to report them

• **Peer Educators**
  – Had last meeting of the quarter
  – Discussed plans for next quarter and ways to effectively outreach to students to get involved

• **SOCC**
  – Attended workshop on admissions policies presented by students from UCB
  – Went over how admissions policy changes projected to be implemented in 2012 will have particular negative effects on students of color and will threaten current levels of diversity on campuses across UC system
  – Will be emailing important statistical info, information about the organization that is heading an organized students’ voice on the issue and an outline of a workshop that can be organized on campus to educate students on this urgent matter